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Abstract ID : 14

Intrusion Detection in Grid computing by Intelligent
Analysis of Jobs Behavior – The LHC ALICE Case

Abstract
Grid infrastructures allow users flexible on-demand usage of computing resources using
an Internet connection. A remarkable example of a Grid in High Energy Physics (HEP)
research is used by the ALICE experiment at European Organization for Nuclear Research
CERN. Physicists can submit jobs used to process the huge amount of particle collision
data produced by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Grids allow the submission
of user developed jobs (code and data). They also have interfaces to Internet, storage
systems, experiment infrastructure and other networks. This creates an important security
challenge. Even when Grid system administrators perform a careful security assessment
of sites, worker nodes, storage elements and central services, an attacker could still take
advantage of unknown vulnerabilities (zero day). This attacker could enter and escalate her
access privileges to misuse the computational resources for unauthorized or even criminal
purposes. She could even manipulate the data of the experiments.
Accordingly, Grid systems require an automatic tool to monitor and analyze the behavior
of user jobs. This tool should analyze data generated by jobs such as log entries, traces,
system calls, to determine if they run in a desired behavior or are performing any kind
of attack on the system. The tool should react to the attack by sending alerts, logging
information about relevant events and performing automatic defensive actions (for example
stopping a suspicious process). This piece of software could be classified as Grid Intrusion
Detection Systems (Grid-IDS). Traditional IDS allow detection of attacks by fixed if-then
rules based on signatures. It compares the input data with known predefined conditions
from previous events. This strategy fails when a new type of intrusion is used, even with
a slightly difference. Artificial intelligence algorithms have been suggested as a method to
improve Intrusion Detection Systems. By the usage of a Machine Learning approach it is
possible to train the IDS on generalizing among attacks even when they are completely new.
Intelligent IDS can also analyze the huge amount of data generated in Grid logs and process
traces to determine a misbehaving scenario (data mining). This Grid IDS has to be adapted
to highly distributed scenarios, when collaboration among geographically separate sites is
necessary and reliability on central services is not always an option.
Currently there is no framework that allows us to fulfill all the above requirements. We
will design and build such framework. This framework should allow the monitoring and
analysis of grid job behavior to detect attack attempts, even if new techniques or zero day
vulnerabilities are utilized. This framework should also perform required countermeasures for
its protection. In a first step, we plan to analyze the behavior of the usual job execution in
the ALICE experiment Grid. We will determine the most important metrics to characterize
a “bad” behavior (an attack). Later we will collect data from the Grid logs using these
metrics and will use this data to train a machine learning algorithm. The algorithm will
allow us classification of jobs as in desired or undesired state depending on the data produced
in their execution. We plan to implement the proposed framework as a software prototype
that will be tested as a component of the ALICE Grid middelware.
Keywords – grid computing, distributed computing, distributed System security, artificial
intelligence, data mining, Intrusion Detection Systems.
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Abstract ID : 17

Performance evaluation of the ATLAS IBL
Calibration

Abstract
With the installation of the Insertable B-Layer in 2014 the Pixel Detector of the ATLAS
experiment has been extended by about 12 million pixels. Scanning and tuning procedures
have been implemented by employing newly designed read-out hardware which is now able to
support the full detector bandwidth even for calibration. The hardware is supported by an
embedded software stack running on the read-out boards. Compute-intensive operations that
are necessary during the calibration process are performed on a small cluster of commodity
servers, which are included in the ATLAS TDAQ framework. In order to exploit the
potential of this heterogenious data processing architecture to significantly speed-up detector
calibration, timing and performance of the various software components is critical.
We present a timing model including the hardware and software components and procedures
that are involved in the calibration process. By instrumenting these components at critical
locations we are then able to accurately evaluate the timing of a calibration scan, analyze
the performance, and eventually locate and eliminate bottlenecks in the chain.
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Abstract ID : 29

The ATLAS Data Flow system for the second LHC
run

Abstract
After its first shutdown, LHC will provide pp collisions with increased luminosity and energy.
In the ATLAS experiment the Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system has been
upgraded to deal with the increased event rates. The Data Flow (DF) element of the TDAQ
is a distributed hardware and software system responsible for buffering and transporting
event data from the Readout system to the High Level Trigger (HLT) and to the event
storage. The DF has been reshaped in order to profit from the technological progress and to
maximize the flexibility and efficiency of the data selection process.
The updated DF is radically different from the previous implementation both in terms of
architecture and expected performance. The pre-existing two level software filtering, known
as L2 and the Event Filter, and the Event Building are now merged into a single process,
performing incremental data collection and analysis. This design has many advantages,
among which are: the radical simplification of the architecture, the flexible and automatically
balanced distribution of the computing resources, the sharing of code and services on nodes.
In addition, logical farm slicing, with each slice managed by a dedicated supervisor, has
been dropped in favour of global management by a single farm master operating at 100 kHz.
The Data Collection network, that connects the HLT processing nodes to the Readout and
the storage systems has evolved to provide network connectivity as required by the new
Data Flow architecture. The old Data Collection and Back-End networks have been merged
into a single Ethernet network and the Readout PCs have been directly connected to the
network cores. The aggregate throughput and port density have been increased by an order
of magnitude and the introduction of Multi Chassis Trunking significantly enhanced fault
tolerance and redundancy.
We will discuss the design choices, the strategies employed to minimize the data-collection
latency, the results of scaling tests done during the commissioning phase and the operational
performance after the first months of data taking.
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Abstract ID : 37

ATLAS TDAQ System Administration: evolution
and re-design

Abstract

The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system is responsible for the online
processing of live data, streaming from the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN. The online farm is composed of ˜3000 servers, processing the data readout
from ˜100 million detector channels through multiple trigger levels. During the two years of
the first Long Shutdown (LS1) there has been a tremendous amount of work done by the
ATLAS TDAQ System Administrators, implementing numerous new software applications,
upgrading the OS and the hardware, changing some design philosophies and exploiting
the High Level Trigger farm with different purposes. During the data taking only critical
security updates are applied and broken hardware is replaced to ensure a stable operational
environment. The LS1 provided an excellent opportunity to look into new technologies
and applications that would help to improve and streamline the daily tasks of not only the
System Administrators, but also of the scientists who will be working during the upcoming
data taking period (Run-II). The OS version has been upgraded to SLC6; for the largest
part of the farm, which is composed by netbooted nodes, this required a completely new
design of the netbooting system. In parallel, the migration to Puppet of the Configuration
Management systems has been completed for both netbooted and localbooted hosts; the
Post-Boot Scripts system and Quattor have been consequently dismissed. Various new
ATCA-based readout systems, with specific network requirements, have also been integrated
into the overall system. Virtual Machine (VM) usage has been investigated and tested and
many of our core servers are now running on VMs. This provides us with the functionality of
rapidly replacing them in case of failures and increasing the number of servers when needed.
Virtualization has also been used to adapt the HLT farm as a batch system, which has been
used for running Monte Carlo production jobs that are mostly CPU and not I/O bound. In
Run-II this feature could be exploited during the downtimes of the LHC. A new Satellite
Control Room (SCR) has also been commissioned and in the ATLAS Control Room (ACR)
the PC-over-IP network connections have been upgraded to a fully redundant network. The
migration to SLC6 has also had an impact on the Control Room Desktop (CRD), the in
house KDE-based desktop environment designed to enforce access policies while fulfilling the
needs of the people working in the ACR and the SCR. Finally, monitoring the health and
the status of ˜3000 machines in the experimental area is obviously of the utmost importance,
so the obsolete Nagios v2 has been replaced with Icinga, complemented by Ganglia for
performance data. This paper serves for reporting “What”, “Why” and “How” we did in
order to improve and produce a system capable of performing for the next 3 years of ATLAS
data taking.
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FELIX: a High-throughput network approach for
interfacing to front end electronics for ATLAS

upgrades

Abstract
The ATLAS experiment at CERN is planning the full deployment of a new, unified link
technology for connecting detector front-end electronics on the timescale of the LHC Run 4
(2025). It is estimated that roughly 8000 Gigabit Transceiver links (GBT), with transfer rates
probably up to 9.6 Gbps, will replace existing links used for readout, detector control and
distribution of timing and trigger information. In particular the links used for readout are
often detector-specific. Already in Run 3 this technology will be deployed in conjunction with
new muon detectors, additional muon first-level triggering electronics and new on-detector
and off-detector liquid argon calorimeter electronics to be used for first level triggering.
A total of roughly 2000 GBT or GBT-like links (for connecting to off-detector trigger
electronics) will be needed. A new class of devices will need to be developed to interface
many GBT links to the rest of the trigger, data-acquisition and detector control systems. In
this paper we present FELIX, the Front End LInk eXchange. The purpose of FELIX is to
route data from and to multiple GBT links via a high-performance general purpose network
capable of a total throughput that could be of O(20 Tbps).
FELIX is designed to be used as a multi-purpose routing device; data can be forwarded to
or from multiple destinations connected to the network, e.g. data-acquisition, monitoring,
detector control, calibration, or configuration systems. The system will be capable of handling
special bi-directional low-latency channels, such as needed for transferring Timing, Trigger
and Control, TTC, signals via GBT links or for GBT-to-GBT Direct-Output-Low-Latency
connections to first level trigger electronics. The software layer will integrate support for data
sampling, quality-of-service prioritization, load balancing based on a round-robin scheme
and automatic failover.
FELIX is the central element of a new readout architecture that replaces the legacy point-
to-point links with a switched network. The new architecture will be more dynamic, flexible
and adaptable. By replacing point-to-point links with a switched network, the number of
single points-of-failure can be reduced and a more robust and fault-tolerant system can be
built, also implementing traffic equalization schemes.
In preparation for the deployment in Run 3 and to support the ongoing detector and
trigger electronics development, a FELIX technology demonstrator is planned to be available
early 2015, using commercial-off-the-shelf server PC technology in combination with a
commercial FPGA-based PCIe Gen3 I/O card interfacing to up to 24 GBT links and with
TTC connectivity provided by an FMC-based mezzanine card. Dedicated firmware for
the Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA installed on the I/O card alongside an interrupt-driven Linux
kernel driver and user-space software will provide the required functionality. On the network
side, the FELIX demonstrator connects to an Ethernet-based network. Extensions to other
high-performance network technologies, such as Infiniband are possible and will be discussed
in the paper.
In this paper we introduce a new approach to interfacing to on-detector and trigger electronics
on the basis of GBT link or GBT-like link technology for ATLAS in Run 3 and Run 4,
highlighting the innovative elements and advantages. We will then derive the functional
and performance requirements on FELIX and present the design and implementation of the
FELIX demonstrator. Furthermore, we will show throughput performance results as well as
networking and data processing benchmarks. We intend to show that our design is a viable
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solution for a multi-purpose routing device in the anticipated ATLAS architecture of LHC
Run 4.
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Computer security: surviving and operating services
despite highly skilled and well-funded organised

crime groups

Abstract

This presentation gives an overview of the current computer security landscape. It describes
the main vectors of compromises in the academic community including lessons learnt, reveals
inner mechanisms of the underground economy to expose how our computing resources
are exploited by organised crime groups, and gives recommendations how to better protect
our computing infrastructures. By showing how these attacks are both sophisticated and
profitable, the presentation concludes that an important mean to adopt an appropriate
response is to build a tight international collaboration and trusted information sharing
mechanisms within the community.
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A New Event Builder for CMS Run II

Abstract

The data acquisition system (DAQ) of the CMS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) assembles events at a rate of 100 kHz, transporting event data at an
aggregate throughput of 100 GB/s to the high-level trigger (HLT) farm. The DAQ system
has been redesigned during the LHC shutdown in 2013/14. The new DAQ architecture
is based on state-of-the-art network technologies for the event building. For the data
concentration, 10/40 Gb/s Ethernet technologies are used together with a reduced TCP/IP
protocol implemented in FPGA for a reliable transport between custom electronics and
commercial computing hardware. A 56 Gb/s Infiniband FDR CLOS network has been chosen
for the event builder with a throughput of 4 Tb/s. This paper will discuss the software
design, protocols and optimizations for exploiting the hardware capabilities. We will present
performance measurements from small-scale prototypes and from the full-scale production
system.
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High-Speed Mobile Communications in Hostile
Environments

Abstract

With the inexorable increase in the use of mobile devices, for both general communications
and mission-critical applications, wireless connectivity is required anytime and anywhere.
This requirement is addressed in office buildings through the use of Wi-Fi technology but
Wi-Fi is ill adapted for use in large experiment halls and complex underground environments
such as the LHC tunnel and experimental caverns. CERN is instead investigating the use of
4G/LTE technology to address issues such as radiation tolerance and distance constraints.
This presentation will describe these studies, presenting results on the level of data throughput
that can be achieved and discussing issues such as the provision of a consistent user experience
as devices migrate between Wi-Fi and 4G/LTE.
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Abstract ID : 72

Towards a 21st Century Telephone Exchange at
CERN

Abstract

The advent of mobile telephony and VoIP has significantly impacted the traditional telephone
exchange industry—to such an extent that private branch exchanges are likely to disappear
completely in the near future. For large organisations, such as CERN, it is important to be
able to smooth this transition by implementing new voice platforms that can protect past
investments and the flexibility needed to securely interconnect emerging VoIP solutions and
forthcoming developments such as VoLTE. We present the results of ongoing studies and
tests at CERN of the latest technologies in this area.
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Abstract ID : 91

The GÉANT network: addressing current and future
needs for the High Energy Physics community.

Abstract
The GÉANT infrastructure is the backbone that serves the scientific communities in Europe
for their data movement needs and their access to international research and education
networks. Using the extensive fibre footprint and infrastructure in Europe the GÉANT
network delivers a portfolio of services aimed to best fit the specific needs of the users, includ-
ing Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure, end-to-end performance monitoring,
advanced network services (dynamic circuits, L2-L3VPN, MD-VPN).
This talk will outline the factors that help the GÉANT network to respond to the needs of
the High Energy Physics community, both in Europe and worldwide.
The Pan-European network provides the connectivity between 40 European national research
and education networks. In addition, GÉANT also connects the European NRENs to
the R&E networks in other world region and has reach to over 110 NREN worldwide,
making GÉANT the best connected Research and Education network, with its multiple
intercontinental links to different continents e.g. North and South America, Africa and
Asia-Pacific. The High Energy Physics computational needs have always had (and will
keep having) a leading role among the scientific user groups of the GÉANT network: the
LHCONE overlay network has been built, in collaboration with the other big world REN,
specifically to address the peculiar needs of the LHC data movement. Recently, as a result of
a series of coordinated efforts, the LHCONE network has been expanded to the Asia-Pacific
area, and is going to include some of the main regional R&E network in the area. The
LHC community is not the only one that is actively using a distributed computing model
(hence the need for a high-performance network); new communities are arising, as BELLE
II. GÉANT is deeply involved also with the BELLE II Experiment, to provide full support
to their distributed computing model, along with a Perfsonar-based network monitoring
system. GÉANT has also coordinated the setup of the network infrastructure to perform
the BELLE II Trans-Atlantic Data Challenge, and has been active on helping the BELLE II
community to sort out their end-to-end performance issues.
In this talk we will provide information about the current GÉANT network architecture
and of the international connectivity, along with the upcoming upgrades and the planned
and foreseeable improvements. We will also describe the implementation of the solutions
provided to support the LHC and BELLE II experiments.
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Abstract ID : 105

LHCOPN and LHCONE: Status and Future
Evolution

Abstract

The LHC Optical Private Network, linking CERN and the Tier1s and the LHC Open
Network Environment linking these to the Tier2 community successfully supported the data
transfer needs of the LHC community during Run 1 and have evolved to better serve the
networking requirements of the new computing models for Run 2. We present here the
current status and the key changes, notably the delivered and planned bandwidth increases,
the ongoing work to better address the needs of the Asia-Pacific region, developments to
improve redundancy provision and progress made for the provision of point-to-point links.
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Developments and applications of DAQ framework
DABC v2

Abstract
The Data Acquisition Backbone Core (DABC ) is a C++ software framework that can
implement and run various data acquisition solutions on Linux platforms. In 2013 version 2
of DABC has been released with several improvements. These developments have taken into
account lots of practical experiences of DABC v1 with detector test beams and laboratory
set-ups since first release in 2009. The plug-in interfaces for user code implementation, and
configuration procedures have been simplified. Internally the framework has been enhanced
by means of smart references and object cleanup mechanisms. Moreover, for monitoring and
control a http web server, or a proprietary command channel access have been provided.
In May and August 2014, DABC v2 was applied for production data taking of the HADES
collaboration’s pion beam time at GSI. It replaced the functionality of the established
HADES event builder software hadaq, receiving frontend data via multiple Gigabit UDP
streams, combining them, and storing them to RFIO tape and local disks. DABC was
transparently integrated to the existing HADES DAQ environment, and the EPICS based
control system. Additionally, the HADES quality monitoring process was fed online with
data samples by a DABC “streamserver” socket instead of reading intermediate disk files,
improving reaction time and stability. A maximum of 16 eventbuider processes on 4 Linux
server machines were processing data of 32 subevent inputs. Each of the eventbuilder
processes could be configured to run either dabc or hadaq software. In the first beamtime
block just one single quality monitoring node was replaced by dabc; finally in August
eventbuilding was completely handled by DABC.
GSI standard DAQ systems often use PCIe boards PEXOR/KINPEX that receive data
via optical gosip protocol from various front-end hardware. For DABC v2 corresponding
plug-ins and drivers have been developed to handle reading out such systems on Linux
platform. Functionalities of the previous DAQ solution with the established multi-platform
framework MBS have been re-implemented with DABC v2 and were compared with the
same hardware against MBS.
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Abstract ID : 158

Understanding and optimizing ATLAS WAN data
flows

Abstract

As new ways of accessing and transferring data distributed over the grid emerge (XRootD-
based storage networks, dynamic http federations, etc.) and as the quantity of data grows,
a number of challenges are presented to both the application layer and the supporting
compute, network and storage infrastructures. Clearly network links between compute
and storage systems remain the leading discriminant for determining accessibility and
performance between client and server. A number of systems to probe the network and
aggregate information about transfers have been deployed to characterize bandwidth, latency
and overall throughput between sets of endpoints. We describe combining these and other
information sources into a time-dependent cost-of-data-access matrix. We will show how
this matrix, in combination with other performance indicators, is used to directly support
job brokering and data distribution decisions. Performance of the jobs accessing remote
data is compared to jobs locally accessing data. We characterize the trafic remote data
access generated, review models of the transfer prioritization, and their effects on resource
utilization.
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Abstract ID : 191

Virtual Circuits in PhEDEx, an update from the
ANSE project

Abstract
The ANSE project has been working with the CMS and ATLAS experiments to bring
network awareness into their middleware stacks. For CMS, this means enabling control of
virtual network circuits in PhEDEx, the CMS data-transfer management system. PhEDEx
orchestrates the transfer of data around the CMS experiment to the tune of 1 PB per week
spread over about 70 sites.
The goal of ANSE is to improve the overall working efficiency of the experiments, by enabling
more deterministic time to completion for a designated set of data transfers, through the
use of end-to-end dynamic virtual circuits with guaranteed bandwidth.
ANSE has enhanced PhEDEx, allowing it to create, use and destroy circuits according to
it’s own needs. PhEDEx can now decide if a circuit is worth creating based on its current
workload and past transfer history, which allows circuits to be created only when they will
be useful.
This paper reports on the progress made by ANSE in PhEDEx. We show how PhEDEx
is now capable of using virtual circuits as a production-quality service, and describe how
the mechanism it uses can be refactored for use in other software domains. We present first
results of transfers between CMS sites using this mechanism, and report on the stability
and performance of PhEDEx when using virtual circuits.
The ability to use dynamic virtual circuits for prioritised large-scale data transfers over
shared global network infrastructures represents an important new capability and opens
many possibilities. The experience we have gained with ANSE is being incorporated in an
evolving picture of future LHC Computing Models, in which the network is considered as an
explicit component.
Finally, we describe the remaining work to be done by ANSE in PhEDEx, and discuss future
directions for continued development.
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Abstract ID : 192

Bandwidth-sharing in LHCONE, an analysis of the
problem

Abstract
The LHC experiments have traditionally regarded the network as an unreliable resource, one
which was expected to be a major source of errors and inefficiency at the time their original
computing models were derived. Now, however, the network is seen as much more capable
and reliable. Data are routinely transferred with high efficiency and low latency to wherever
computing or storage resources are available to use or manage them.
Although there was sufficient network bandwidth for the experiments’ needs during Run-1,
they cannot rely on ever-increasing bandwidth as a solution to their data-transfer needs in
the future. Sooner or later they need to consider the network as a finite resource that they
interact with to manage their traffic, in much the same way as they manage their use of disk
and CPU resources.
There are several possible ways for the experiments to integrate management of the network
in their software stacks, such as the use of virtual circuits with hard bandwidth guarantees
or soft real-time flow-control, with somewhat less firm guarantees. Abstractly, these can
all be considered as the users (the experiments, or groups of users within the experiment)
expressing a request for a given bandwidth between two points for a given duration of time.
The network fabric then grants some allocation to each user, dependent on the sum of all
requests and the sum of available resources, and attempts to ensure the requirements are
met (either deterministically or statistically).
An unresolved question at this time is how to convert the users’ requests into an allocation.
Simply put, how do we decide what fraction of a network’s bandwidth to allocate to each
user when the sum of requests exceeds the available bandwidth? The usual problems of any
resource-scheduling system arise here, namely how to ensure the resource is used efficiently
and fairly, while still satisfying the needs of the users.
Simply fixing quotas on network paths for each user is likely to lead to inefficient use of
the network. If one user cannot use their quota for some reason, that bandwidth is lost.
Likewise, there is no incentive for the user to be efficient within their quota, they have
nothing to gain by using less than their allocation.
As with CPU farms, some sort of dynamic allocation is more likely to be useful. A promising
approach for sharing bandwidth at LHCONE is the ‘Progressive Second-Price auction’, where
users are given a budget and are required to bid from that budget for the specific resources
they want to reserve. The auction allows users to effectively determine among themselves
the degree of sharing they are willing to accept based on the priorities of their traffic and
their global share, as represented by their total budget. The network then implements those
allocations using whatever mix of technologies is appropriate or available.
This paper describes how the Progressive Second-Price auction works and presents a prototype
simulation of the auction. Results from the simulation are shown, addressing practical
questions such as how are budgets set, what strategy should users use to manage their
budget, how and how often should the auction be run, and how do we ensure that the goals
of fairness and efficiency are met.
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100G Deployment@(DE-KIT)

Abstract

The Steinbuch Center for Computing (SCC) at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
was involved quite early in 100G network technology. In 2010 already a first 100G wide
area network testbed over a distance of approx. 450 km was deployed between the national
research organizations KIT and FZ-Jülich - initiated by DFN (the German NREN). Only
three years later 2013, KIT joined the Caltech SC13 100G “show floor” initiative using the
transatlantic ANA-100G link to transfer LHC data from a storage at DE-KIT (GridKa) in
Europe to hard disks at the show floor of SC13 in Denver (USA). The network infrastructure
of KIT as well as of the German Tier-1 installation DE-KIT (GridKa) however, is still
based on 10Gbps. As highlighted in the contribution “Status and Trends in Networking at
LHC Tier1 Facilities” to CHEP 2012, proactive investment is required at the Tier-1 sites.
Bandwidth requirements will grow beyond the capacities currently available and the required
upgrades are expected to be performed in 2015. In close cooperation with DFN KIT is
driving the upgrade from 10G to 100G. The process is divided into several phases, due to
upgrade costs and different requirements in varying parts of the network infrastructure.
The first phase will add a 100G interface to combine the interface connecting DE-KIT
to LHCONE, where the highest demand for increased bandwidth is currently predicted.
LHCONE is a routed virtual private network, connecting several Tier-[123] centers of WLCG
and Belle-2. In phase number two, a second 100G interface will provide 100G symmetric
interfaces to LHCONE. In phase number three, several of the routing interlinks of the Tier-1
center (DE-KIT) will receive an upgrade to 100G. KIT itself is still based on 10G, yet this
will be upgraded in the next phase with two symmetric 100G uplinks. In the last phase,
the router interface at KIT will receive a 100G upgrade at the required locations. The
requirements of the different phases as well as the planned topology will be presented. Some
of the obstacles we discovered during the deployment will be discussed and solutions or
workarounds presented.
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Abstract ID : 226

Cloud Federation - the new way to build distributed
clouds

Abstract
Cloud federation brings an old concept into new technology, allowing for sharing resources
between independent cloud installations. Cloud computing starts to play major role in HEP
and e-science allowing resources to be obtained on demand. Cloud federation supports
sharing between independent organizations and companies coming from the commercial
world such as public clouds, bringing new ways of joint collaboration along with security
and usability.
From the OpenStack Icehouse release, cloud federation, based on the SAML2 protocol, is
now integrated with the standard open source tree and becoming a reality. Examples of
this configuration both command line and web based use of providers such as EduGain or
connections to public clouds such as Rackspace.
This presentation will demonstrate what functionalities OpenStack brings, what are the
main concepts, how it was designed, how federation with the SAML ECP extension allows
use of REST and CLIs, and what are our plans to use real hybrid clouds - identity federation,
optimal image sharing and networking layer which would allow for creating distributed
vLANs.
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Abstract ID : 237

Integrating Network Awareness in ATLAS
Distributed Computing Using the ANSE Project

Abstract
A crucial contributor to the success of the massively scaled global computing system that
delivers the analysis needs of the LHC experiments is the networking infrastructure upon
which the system is built. The experiments have been able to exploit excellent high-bandwidth
networking in adapting their computing models for the most efficient utilization of resources.
New advanced networking technologies now becoming available such as software defined
networking hold the potential of further leveraging the network to optimize workflows
and dataflows, through proactive control of the network fabric on the part of high level
applications such as experiment workload management and data management systems. End
to end monitoring of networks using perfSONAR combined with data flow performance
metrics further allows applications to adapt based on real time conditions.
We will describe efforts underway in ATLAS on integrating network awareness at the
application level, particularly in workload management, building upon the ANSE (Advance
Network Services for Experiments) project components. We will show how knowledge of
network conditions, both historical and current, are used to optimize PanDA and other
systems for ATLAS and describe how software control of end-to-end network paths can
augment ATLAS’s ability to effectively utilize its distributed resources.
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A first look at 100 Gbps LAN technologies, with an
emphasis on future DAQ applications

Abstract
The LHCb experiment is preparing a major upgrade of both the detector and the data
acquisition system. A system capable of transporting up to 50 Tbps of data will be required.
This can only be achieved in a manageable way using 100 Gbps links. Such links recently
became available also in the servers, while they have been available between switches already
for a while.
We present first measurements with such links (InfiniBand EDR, Ethernet 100 GbE) both
using standard benchmarks and using a prototype event-building application. We analyse
the CPU load effects by using Remote DMA technologies, and we also show comparison
with previous tests on 40 G equipment.
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THttpServer class in ROOT

Abstract
New THttpServer class in ROOT implements http server for arbitrary ROOT-based applica-
tion. It is based on embeddable Civetweb server and provides direct access to all registered
for the server objects. THttpServer also supports FastCGI interface and therefore can be
integrated with many standard web servers like Apache.
Main advantage of http server usage in ROOT – one could access objects data from
running applications without need to create temporary files. Together with standard binary
representation objects can be converted into JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), using
new TBufferJSON class. Server also provides access to data members and collections in
registered objects.
Generic user interface for THttpServer implemented with HTML/JavaScript and based on
newest JSROOT development. With any modern web browser one could list, display and
monitor objects available on http server. Different possibilities are provided to integrate
dynamic graphical elements into other HTML pages.
THttpServer available in both 5-34 and 6-02 versions of ROOT. Online documentation and
examples can be found on ROOT web site and on http://web-docs.gsi.de/˜linev/js/
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JSROOT version 3 – JavaScript library for ROOT

Abstract
This is further development of JSRootIO project. Code was mostly rewritten to make it
modular; I/O part was clearly separated from the graphics.
Many new interactive features were implemented:

• loading of required functionality on the fly;

• possibility of dynamic update of objects drawings;

• automatic resize of drawings when browser window is resized;

• move/resize of elements like statbox and title;

• context menu for different elements.

On the central JSROOT page one could open ROOT files, browse their content and display
different ROOT objects like histograms, graphs or canvases. Produced drawings can be
easily integrated into other HTML pages via ‘iframe’ tag. Simple and flexible JSROOT API
provided; it is used to implement graphical interface for THttpServer class.
JSROOT is now part of actual ROOT distribution. On http://web-docs.gsi.de/˜linev/js/
one could found latest version together with documentation and examples.
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Abstract ID : 291

Named Data Networking in Climate Research and
HEP Applications

Abstract

Introduction

The Computing Models of the LHC experiments continue to evolve from the simple hierar-
chical MONARC model towards more agile models where data is exchanged among many
Tier2 and Tier3 sites, relying on both strategic data placement, and an increased use of
remote access with caching through CMS’s AAA and ATLAS’ FAX projects, for example.
The challenges presented by expanding needs for CPU, storage and network capacity have
pointed the way towards future more agile pervasive models that make best use of highly
distributed heterogeneous resources.
In this paper, we explore the use of Named Data Networking (NDN) 1, a new Internet
architecture focusing on content rather than the location of the data collections. As NDN
has shown considerable promise in another data intensive field, Climate Science, we discuss
the similarities and differences between the Climate and HEP use cases, along with specific
issues HEP faces and will face during LHC Run2 and beyond, which NDN could address.

NDN

NDN, an instance of Information Centric Networking (ICN), is a new Internet architecture
which focuses on the content of the data collections themselves, rather than on where the
data resides. The end host addresses are replaced with content names, which, similar to
URLs, are hierarchical, unique and human readable. Thus, NDN imposes minimal structure
on applications, which can choose their own naming schemes. The hierarchical structure of
NDN names has several advantages:

1. it is an intuitive, common organizational structure (e.g., file systems, URLs, etc.),

2. it is scalable (similar to hierarchical IP addresses), and

3. coupled with longest prefix matching, it allows for data discovery and enumeration.

NDN has a wide range of potential benefits such as in-network content caching with
request deduplication to reduce congestion and improve delivery speed, simpler application
configuration, and security built into the network at the data level.
The NDN concepts, structure and initial applications have been developed through an
NSF Future Internet Architecture project in its second round of funding, involving eight
universities. NDN has attracted significant interest from industry, including Cisco, Intel,
Alcatel, Huawei, and Panasonic, and involves many of these companies through an industry
consortium.

NDN and Climate Applications

We have successfully begun to test NDN in the climate application domain 2. To handle the
various naming schemes used in climate applications, we have designed and implemented
translators that take existing names with arbitrary structure (produced by climate models,
or home-grown) and translated them into NDN-compliant names. Depending on the original
name structure, the translation can be fairly direct (e.g., data that complies with the “Data
Reference Syntax” from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project), or complex (from
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home-grown naming schemes that require the analysis of metadata embedded in the dataset
or even user feedback in order to construct proper NDN names).
We have deployed a dedicated 6-node testbed for climate applications that reaches locations
such as the Atmospheric and Computer Science Departments at Colorado State University,
LBNL and NWCS. The testbed is connected via 10G links by ESnet and is composed of
high-end machines each with 40 core CPUs, 128GB RAM and 48TB diskspace. The machines
cumulatively host over 50TB of climate data and are used for research, experimentation and
development of climate applications.

NDN Support for HEP Applications

Several features of NDN can be beneficial to the HEP computing use case. Data sources
publish new content to the network following an agreed upon naming scheme. Data
delivery is always performed in a pull mode, driven by the consumer issuing interest packets.
Intermediate nodes in the network dynamically cache data based on content popularity,
ready to satisfy subsequent interests directly from the cache, thus lowering the load on
servers with popular content. Combining this with the pull-mode results in a multicast-like
data delivery, possibly optimizing both the network utilisation as well as server load.
The use of multiple data sources simultaneously, as well as the native use of multiple paths
between client and data source, provide for robust failover in case of network segment, node,
or end-site failure.
All these are active research areas today. Caching as well as forwarding strategies, naming
schemes, multi-sourcing and multi-path forwarding need to be investigated not only from
the network but also the application perspective.
HEP experiments using the World-wide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) have well-developed,
hierarchical naming schemes in use, which already fit the NDN approach well. We take
this logical file name structure as a starting point for investigating the benefits of using
NDN as the data distribution and access network for HEP data processing. For this, we use
the testbed described above. We further target simultaneous optimization of storage and
bandwidth resource utilization through dynamic caching using the VIP framework in [3]. For
the scalability study, we complement the testbed with the use of a simulation environment
with a representative topology including network nodes and end-sites.

Summary

In this paper, we study data access over an NDN testbed developed for Climate research.
We study the behaviour using HEP-like data structures based on the CMS naming scheme,
showing data publishing, discovery and retrieval in an NDN network. We demonstrate the
benefits of caching, speeding up data delivery in multi-job access from a single source, with
jobs executing at multiple sites. We also show the results of the simulation studies of remote
data access over an NDN network demonstrating the scalability of the system.
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Abstract ID : 300

The production deployment of IPv6 on WLCG

Abstract
The world is rapidly running out of IPv4 addresses; the number of IPv6 end systems connected
to the internet is increasing; WLCG and the LHC experiments may soon have access to
worker nodes and/or virtual machines (VMs) possessing only an IPv6 routable address.
The HEPiX IPv6 Working Group (http://hepix-ipv6.web.cern.ch/) has been investigating,
testing and planning for dual-stack services on WLCG for several years. Following feedback
from our working group, many of the storage technologies in use on WLCG have recently
been made IPv6-capable. The worldwide HEP computing community now needs to deploy
dual-stack IPv6/IPv4 services on WLCG to allow such use of IPv6-only resources.
This paper will present the IPv6 requirements, tests and plans of each of the four LHC
experiments together with the tests performed both on the IPv6 test-bed and in targeted
use of WLCG production services. This is primarily aimed at IPv6-only worker nodes or
VMs accessing several different implementations of a global dual-stack federated storage
service. The changes required to the operational infrastructure, including monitoring and
security, will be addressed as will the implications for site management. The working group
will present its deployment plan for dual-stack storage services, together with other essential
central and monitoring services, to start during 2015.
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Abstract ID : 305

CernVM WebAPI - Controling Virtual Machines
from the Web

Abstract
Lately there is a trend in scientific projects to look for computing resources in the volunteering
community. In addition, to reduce the development effort required to port the scientific soft-
ware stack to all the known platforms, the use of Virtual Machines (VMs) as end-projects
is becoming increasingly popular. Unfortunately, the installation and the interfacing with
the existing volunteering computing infrastructure (such as BOINC) is left to the end-user,
therefore restricting even more the audience to only sufficiently software-capable people.
CernVM WebAPI is a software solution addressing this specific case in a way that opens wide
new application opportunities. It offers a very simple API for setting-up, controlling and
interfacing with a VM instance in the user’s computer, while in the same time offloading the
user from all the burden of downloading, installing and configuring the hypervisor. WebAPI
comes with a lightweight javascript library that guides the user through the application
installation process. Malicious usage is prohibited by offering a per-domain PKI validation
mechanism.
In this contribution we will overview this new technology, discuss its security features and
examine some test cases where it is already in use.
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Abstract ID : 307

SDN implementations at IHEP

Abstract

This Paper describes two research aspects and practices of SDN at IHEP. The first one is the
SDN practice for the data transferring across the internet, in which a virtual private network
based on SDN is designed and built,and an intelligent network route algorithm is developed
and deployed in the SDN controller to make full use of IPv6 resources. Experimental results
show that this practice can solve the network bandwidth problem between cooperation
members of the high energy physics experiments around China.The second one is about the
deployment of SDN in the internal data center of IHEP, which provides the flexible network
management in the virtualization environment, but the latency and the throughput of the
SDN controller is far from our expectation. In order to improve the performance of the
SDN controller, we compare four controllers in our second test bed, including NOX, NOX-
MT,Beacon and Maestro, and analyzed the performance both in latency and in throughput.
At last, a new SDN controller design through the method of patching and reducing the data
path request frequency,which is dedicated to high performance SDN in the internal data
center of IHEP is proposed.
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Abstract ID : 312

Renovation of HEPnet-J for near-future experiments

Abstract
Formerly most of HEP experiments in japan used the centralized computing model.
Originally HEPnet-J had only one instance which is connected to Internet, and recently
it has many closed network which connects domestic sites. At that time, the network
connectivity in Japan was very poor and the main purpose of HEPnet-J was providing
enough connectivity for interactive use over domestic and international links funded by KEK.
During last 10 years, the domestic and international connectivity provided by each university
and NREN has been dramatically improved and it is enough for manual transfer of typical
mDST files.
The rapid growth of data volume makes it unable to apply same model to new generation
experiments. As the LCG tier structure for LHC has proved that the distributed computing
model over collaboration sites is really applicable to the huge scale experiment, the external
connectivity for international collaboration sites should be more faster, and more secure.
For example, the Belle II experiment in KEK will have huge data repositories in US and
EU. The expected throughput from KEK to US is 20Gbps, thus we have to bypass the
security device like a firewall for this data path. The computing facility in KEK (KEKCC)
is not enclosed in the firewall of KEK, but it has a dedicated firewall that is managed by
the independent policy. Its throughput is sufficient to handle an ordinary activity over Grid
VO. But it is not enough for the mass-data transmission for Belle II, we have to bypass it in
the same way of LHCONE. Now bypass lines for Belle II are prepared and under tasting.
We will report how we renovate HEPnet-J for experiments driven by international collabora-
tion.
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Abstract ID : 326

Monitoring tools of COMPASS experiment at CERN

Abstract
Nowadays, all modern high energy physics experiments are substantially dependent on fast
and reliable data acquisition systems that are able to collect large quantities of data supplied
by various detectors. To ensure smooth and errorless operation, it is necessary to control
and monitor the behavior and state of processes running in the system.
COMPASS is a high energy particle experiment with fixed target located at SPS at CERN
laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. This poster briefly introduces the data acquisition system
of COMPASS and is mainly focused on the part that is responsible for the monitoring of
the nodes in the whole newly developed data acquisition system of the experiment.
The technical shutdown of CERN during years 2013 and 2014 has been used to upgrade
the data acquisition system of the COMPASS experiment. Both new harware, which uses
PFGA cards for event building, and new software has been developed and deployed. The
monitoring of the system is managed by tools called Message Logger and Message Browser.
The Message Logger is a simple console application that collects informative and error
messages. The messages are received via standard switched network and the communication
is handled by the DIM library. The DIM library is a communication tool originally designed
and developed for the DELPHI experiment at CERN. It provides C++, JAVA, and Python
interfaces. The relevant collected messages are then saved into the central COMPASS DAQ
MySQL database.
The Message Browser is a tool with a graphical user interface created in Qt framework based
upon a MVC (model - view - controller) design pattern. It is used to fetch and display
messages previously stored by the Message Logger. It also features so called “online mode”
which serves for acquisition of new messages via network at the time of their origin (this
works similarly to the Message Logger). This functionality saves time and system resources
- the new messages are displayed immediately and the program does not need to poll the
database for new messages. Even though the Message Browser is connected to other nodes
via the DIM service, it is designed to run independently from the other nodes (it requires
only the database to be connected). Therefore it allows quicker response from the operators
of the experiment in case of unexpected behavior or crash of the data acquisition system of
the experiment. The Message Browser is also equipped with ordering and rich and intuitive
filtering options (by all parameters of the messages).
The central data acquisition database stores system configuration and the messages. The
Message_log table is expected to be the largest table in the database. Because the Message
Browser requires high amount of data from the database, the Message_log table uses the
MyISAM storage engine that is optimized for environments with heavy read operations.
For further increase in speed, several indices are created on some of the columns, most
importantly on the Stamp column (ordering by the time of the creation of the message is
most important).
The poster also contains performance tests of the created monitoring tools.
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Abstract ID : 350

Possibilities for Named Data Networking in HEP

Abstract
Named Data Networks (NDN) are an emerging network technology based around requesting
data from a network rather than a specific host. Intermediate routers in the network cache
the data. Each data packet must be signed to allow its provenance to be verified. Data blocks
are addressed by a unique name which consists of a hierarchical path, a name and attributes.
An example of a valid address could be “/ndn/uk/ac/imperial/ph/hep/data/somefile/1”.
The provision for in-network caching makes NDN an ideal choice for transferring large data
sets where different endpoints are likely to make use of the same data within close succession.
The naming of data rather than nodes also means that a data request could potentially be
satisfied by multiple geographically disparate sites allowing for failover and load-balancing.
We believe that the delegation of robustness and reliability to the network itself offers
significant possibilities for computing in HEP. For example, the LHC experiments currently
pre-place data and have more recently started making use of storage namespace federation
and caching through the xrootd protocol. NDN offers interesting possibilities to simplify many
of the the experiments’ data placement systems and to extend the data caching approach.
Another advantage is that in the future it is likely that large commercial content delivery
providers will be using NDN and will contribute effort into developing and maintaining the
technology. The deployment of NDN will be a slow process, however it can run over the
existing IP infrastructure allowing for a phased, non-disruptive parallel rollout.
We will discuss results from an HEP NDN testbed, prototype GFAL 2 and root NDN plugins,
aspects of packet signing and security and implications for the LHC computing models.
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Abstract ID : 358

Deployment and usage of perfSonar Networking
tools for non-HEP communities

Abstract
perfSonar is a network monitoring tool set which enables performance of wide area com-
munications to be analysed and eases problem identification across distributed centres. It
has been widely used within WLCG since 2012 and has been crucial in identifying network
problems and confirming network changes have the desired effect. We report on examples of
this within this presentation.
In addition, at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL), we have been extending the use
of perfSonar to communities outside of High Energy Physics (HEP) such as photonics and
climatology. We describe how the knowledge base gained from our experience in WLCG has
been used to help these non-HEP communities to deploy perfSonar hosts and incorporate
these into the current test infrastructure. We demonstrate improvements that have resulted
from the monitoring information obtained such as identification of packet loss across the
firewall which had not previously been identified by any other tools used.
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Abstract ID : 364

Analysis Traceability and Provenance for HEP

Abstract
In complex data analyses it is increasingly important to capture information about the usage
of data sets in addition to their preservation over time in order to ensure reproducibility
of results, to verify the work of others and to ensure appropriate conditions data have
been used for specific analyses. This so-called provenance data in the computer science
world is defined as the history or derivation of a data (or process) artifact. Many scientific
workflow based studies are beginning to realise the benefit of capturing the provenance
of their data and the activities used to process, transform and carry out studies on that
data. This is especially true in scientific disciplines where the collection of data through
experiment is costly and/or difficult to reproduce and where that data needs to be preserved
over time. With the increase in importance of provenance data many different models have
emerged to capture provenance such as PROV or the OPM models. However, these are
more for interoperability of provenance information and do not focus on the capture of
provenance related data. There is a clear and emerging requirement for systems to handle
the provenance of data over extended timescales with a emphasis on preserving the analysis
procedures themselves and the environment in which the analyses were conducted alongside
the processed data sets.
A provenance data system that has been built in house at CERN since early 2000 is called
CRISTAL. CRISTAL was used to capture the provenance resulting from the design and
construction of the CMS ECAL detector over the period 2002-2010. The CRISTAL Kernel
(V3.0) has now been launched as open source under the LGPL (V3) licencing scheme and it
is available for use by the wider communities including teams involved in the offline analysis
of physics data, whether at CMS or other experiments. In addition, in the EC funded
neuGRID and N4U projects the original developers have been using CRISTAL to capture
the provenance of analyses for neuroscientists running complex pipelines of algorithms in
the study of biomarkers for the onset of Alzheimer’s disease. In this paper this application
is presented with a focus on how its approach can be customised for use in the high energy
physics data analysis community at large. The main focus of this is a set of analysis tools
(persistency, browsing/querying, visualising and analysis tracking services) which together
with a generic analysis model backend can be used to capture the information required to
support complex analyses. The Analysis Tools comprise the following interfaces :

• The Analysis Web Serivce – Which is for advanced users, these users are able to
programmatically create analyses on the fly.

• The Analysis Command-line Interface – This is for users that are intermedi-
ate/advanced. It allows users to create analysis using a shell like interface.

• The Analysis Web Portlet Interface – This is for novice users, it is a visual
interface which is portlet based and allows users to browse datasets and pipelines. It
also allows users to create and deploy their analyses in a visual manner.

• The Analysis Core – These are a core set of objects used by the above interfaces.
These objects connect directly to a customised analysis aware CRISTAL instance
which is provenance aware.

During the provenance capture phase the Analysis tools are able to capture :

• who ran an analysis, this is a user name,

• for what purpose, what their analysis is supposed to achieve,
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• when they ran it this is a timestamp which denotes when it started and when it
finished,

• where it was run this is GRID and Cloud related information,

• which datasets and algorithms were used to create and run their analyses,

• how it was executed, this more detailed infrastructure information

• and lastly why the analysis was run, this is a justification from the user.

Also in this paper, we present the case for using the Analysis Services developed using
CRISTAL as an avenue for long timescale data preservation. The tools are able to store
the provenance metadata surrounding the analyses in a human readable form (XML). This
is a light-weight and queryable manner of storing provenance as well as analysis results.
In CRISTAL everything is recorded and nothing is thrown away. So another user would
be able to replicate the experiment at a later date and time. Besides reproducibility of
experiments, users can also share their experiments with other users using the provenance
related information.
The analysis tools run currently in a GRID and a Cloud infrastructure. As well as collecting
analysis provenance information, they are able to provenance of the infrastructure. There is
strong novelty in this work which facilitates allows more precise reproducibility of experiments.
This information is known as infrastructure provenance. It is currently being collected in
the course of the N4U project. This infrastructure provenance can also be applied to HEP
to aid in the reproducibility of results. For example, if performance is a factor it can be sent
to the same compute node.
Concerning the future of the analysis tools there is currently an emerging standard known
as PROV which is used for provenance interoperability. In the near future, the analysis
provenance information that we have collected with be exported to PROV. This work has
already begun, we are looking for mapping patterns to aid in our cause. The reasoning for
this is so that people can study and use provenance information in a standard and commonly
understood format. This will also allow users to publish the provenance generated from
their analyses onto the ever growing linked data cloud as well.
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Abstract ID : 407

Integrating network and transfer metrics to optimize
transfer efficiency and experiment workflows

Abstract

The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid relies on the network as a critical part of its infras-
tructure and therefore needs to guarantee effective network usage and prompt detection and
resolution of any network issues, including connection failures, congestion, traffic routing,
etc. The WLCG Network and Transfer Metrics project aims to integrate and combine all
network-related monitoring data collected by the WLCG infrastructure. This includes FTS
monitoring information, monitoring data from the XRootD federation, as well as results
of the perfSONAR tests. The main challenge consists of further integrating and analyzing
this information so that it can be turned into actionable insight for optimization of data
transfers and workload management systems of the LHC experiments.The presentation will
include technical description of the WLCG network monitoring infrastructure as well as
results of the analysis of the collected data. It will also highlight how results of this analysis
can be used in order to improve efficiency of the WLCG computing activities.
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Abstract ID : 408

Identifying and Localizing Network Problems using
the PuNDIT Project

Abstract
In today’s world of distributed scientific collaborations, there are many challenges to providing
reliable inter-domain network infrastructure. Network operators use a combination of active
monitoring and trouble tickets to detect problems. However, some of these approaches do not
scale to wide area inter-domain networks due to unavailability of data. The Pythia Network
Diagnostic InfrasTructure (PuNDIT) project aims to create a scalable infrastructure for
automating the detection and localization of problems across these networks.
The objective is to gather and analyze metrics from monitoring infrastructure to identify
the signatures of possible problems and locate affected network links. A primary goal for
PuNDIT is to convert complex network metrics into easily understood diagnoses in an
automated manner.
PuNDIT is building upon the de-facto standard perfSONAR network measurement infras-
tructure deployed in Open Science Grid and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid. The
PuNDIT Team is working closely with the perfSONAR developers from ESnet and Internet2
to integrate PuNDIT as part of the perfSONAR Toolkit.
We will report on the project progress to-date in working with the OSG and WLCG
communities and describe the current implementation architecture. We will also discuss
some initial results, future plans and the project timeline.
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Abstract ID : 456

Migrating to 100GE WAN Infrastructure at Fermilab

Abstract
Fermilab is in the process of upgrading its wide-area network facilities to 100GE technology.
One might assume that migration to be relatively straightforward, with forklift upgrades
of our existing network perimeter devices to 100GE-capable platforms, and accompanying
deployment of 100GE WAN services. However, our migration to 100GE WAN technology
has proven to be significantly more complicated than that. Several key factors are driving
this complexity:
1 The Laboratory has historically separated its high impact science (LHC) data movement
from its general internet traffic. For a decade, this has been implemented with additional
physical infrastructure, included a separate border router and multiple 10GE WAN links
dedicated to the science data traffic. However, the extreme cost of 100GE routers, coupled
with corresponding high cost of 100GE WAN links, has necessitated a consolidation of the
current WAN infrastructure into a simpler configuration, one in which science data and
general internet traffic must share the same 100GE infrastructure.
2 The Laboratory has also been able to rely on the diversity inherent in its 8x10GE WAN
link configuration to provide acceptable resiliency in its WAN services. Replacement of the
multiple 10GE links with a single 100GE link has the potential to seriously compromise that
diversity. To alleviate that vulnerability, plans for deployment of a second 100GE WAN
link in early 2015 are already under way. However, preserving full geographic diversity with
limited 100GE equipment has presented additional challenges.
[3] With the availability of 100GE WAN infrastructure, as well as 40GE-attached network
R&D systems, traffic generated as part of network research activities also potentially becomes
much more significant. While this is a positive thing for the Laboratory’s network R&D
efforts, it adds yet another class of high-impact traffic competing for the new 100GE WAN
resources.
This talk will describe how Fermilab is consolidating its WAN infrastructure in order to
implement 100GE technology, while still preserving its long term philosophy about keeping
high impact science data traffic, its general internet traffic, and it network R&D traffic
logically isolated from each other. Current virtualization techniques being deployed will be
discussed, as will investigations into use of emerging Software Defined Networking (SDN)
and OpenFlow technologies as a longer term solution.
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Abstract ID : 459

Application-Oriented Network Traffic Analysis based
on GPUs

Abstract
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has emerged as a major development direction in
network technology. Conceptually, SDN enables customization of forwarding through
network infrastructure on a per-flow basis. With SDN, a high impact LHC data flow could
be allocated a “slice” of the network infrastructure. Functionally, the data flow would have
a private path through the network infrastructure, potentially with performance guarantees.
SDN offers a technology path to meet extreme data movement requirements, like LHC, over
highly capacious, general use network infrastructure. Standardized implementations of SDN,
specifically OpenFlow, are now becoming available on network routers and switches.
Conventionally, SDN configuration is implemented by users or applications. User-driven
SDN configuration is manual, and therefore tends to be static and inherently inefficient.
It doesn’t scale well to complex traffic patterns, such as the traffic patterns generated by
LHC experiments. Application-driven SDN configuration is typically dynamic, representing
a more efficient on-demand type of approach for network resources. However, building
SDN-awareness into applications is highly complex and extremely challenging. It places
ongoing software adaptation and maintenance burdens on the application developers. Finally,
there will always be major policy issues or constraints on an application’s ability to modify
the network.
We believe networks need an application-awareness capability. With such a capability, traffic
identified as “special” by the network could be provided with a custom network “slice”
without manual intervention or modification to applications. To facilitate this capability, we
are currently developing a network traffic analysis tool to identify “special” types of network
traffic. Our tool is designed to perform this analysis in real-time. We accomplish this through
GPU technology, which is extremely well-suited to parallelize the processing and analysis
of the network traffic. Our traffic analysis uses basic traffic characteristics such as packet
size, packet spacing, flow duration, and multi-stream flow presence to develop the traffic
pattern signatures and templates necessary for traffic classification and/or identification.
Our ultimate objective is to create a tool that could facilitate dynamic customization of
SDN-capable network infrastructure, based on real-time traffic analysis and detection.
A prototype of our analysis tool is currently in development. This talk will describe the
tool’s architectural and design principles, how it works in implementation, the challenges
faced in high speed (40GE/100GE) network environments, and our initial trial results. In
addition, future directions for the project, as well as wider applicability for the underlying
technology, will be discussed.
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Abstract ID : 481

A multi-port 10GbE PCIe NIC featuring UDP
offload and GPUDirect capabilities.

Abstract

NaNet-10 is a four-ports 10GbE PCIe Network Interface Card designed for low-latency
real-time operations with GPU systems. For this purpose the design includes a UDP offload
module, for a fast and deterministic to clock-cyle handling of transport layer protocol, plus
a GPUDirect P2P/RDMA engine for low-latency communication with nVIDIA Tesla GPU
devices. A dedicate module (Merger) can optionally process input UDP streams before
data are delivered through PCIe DMA to their destination devices, e.g. coalescing payload
data from different streams according to a reconfigurable algorithm. NaNet-10 is going to
be integrated in the NA62 CERN experiment in order to assess the suitability of GPGPU
systems as real-time triggers, we will report results and lessons learned in this activity.
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Abstract ID : 483

Hardware and Software Design of FPGA-based PCIe
Gen3 interface for APENet+ network interconnect

system

Abstract
The computing nodes of modern hybrid HPC systems are built using the CPU+GPU
paradigm. When this class of systems is scaled to large size, the efficiency of the network
connecting GPUs mesh and supporting the internode traffic is a critical factor. The adoption
of a low latency, high performance dedicated network architecture, exploiting peculiar
characteristics of CPU and GPU hardware, allows to guarantee scalability and a good level
of sustained performances.
In the attempt to develop a custom interconnection architecture optimized for scientific
computing we designed APEnet+, a point-to-point, low-latency and high-performance 3D
torus network controller which supports 6 fully bidirectional off-board links. The first
release of APEnet+ (named V4), was a board based on a high end 40nm Altera FPGA
that integrates multiple (6) channels at 34Gbps of raw bandwidth per direction and a PCIe
Gen2 x8 host interface. APEnet+ board was the first-of-its-kind to implement a Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) protocol to directly read/write data from/to Fermi and
Kepler NVIDIA GPUs using the Nvidia “peer-to-peer” and “GPUDirect RDMA” protocols,
obtaining real zero-copy, low-latency GPU-to-GPU transfers over the network and reducing
the performance bottleneck due to the costly copies of data from user to kernel space( and
vice-versa).
The last generation of APEnet+ systems (V5), currently under development, is based on state-
of-the-art high end FPGA, 28nm Altera Stratix V, offering a number of multi-standard fast
transceivers (up to 14.4 Gbps), huge amount of configurable internal resources and hardware
IP cores to support main interconnection standard protocols. APEnet+ V5 implements a
PCIe Gen3 x8 interface, the current standard protocol for high end system peripherals, in
order to gain performance on the critical CPU/GPU connection and mitigate the effect of
the bottleneck represented by GPUs memory access. Furthermore the FPGA technology
advancement, allowed us to integrate in V5, new off-board torus channels characterized
by a target speed of 56 Gbps. Both Linux Device Driver and the low-level libraries, have
been redesigned to support the PCIe Gen3 protocol, introducing optimizations and solutions
based on hardware/software co-design.
In this paper we present the architecture of APEnet+ V5 and discuss the status of APEnet+
V5 PCIe Gen3 hardware and system software design. Measures of performance in terms of
latency and bandwidth, both for the local APEnet+ to CPU-GPU connection (with Kepler
class GPU) and host-to-host via torus links, will also be provided.
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Active job monitoring in pilots

Abstract
Recent developments in high energy physics (HEP) including multi-core jobs and multi-core
pilots require data centres to gain a deep understanding of the system to correctly design and
upgrade computing clusters. Especially networking is a critical component as the increased
usage of data federations relies on WAN connectivity and availability as a fallback to access
data. The specific demands of different experiments and communities, but also the need for
identification of misbehaving batch jobs requires an active monitoring.
Existing monitoring tools are not capable of measuring fine-grained information at batch job
level. This complicates network-specific scheduling and optimisations. In addition, pilots
add another layer of abstraction. They behave like batch systems themselves by managing
and executing payloads of jobs internally. As the original batch system has no access to
internal information about the scheduling process inside the pilots, there is an unpredictable
number of jobs being executed. Therefore, the comparability of jobs and pilots cannot be
ensured to predict runtime behaviour or network performance. Hence, the identification of
the actual payload is of interest.
At the GridKa Tier 1 centre a specific monitoring tool is in use, that allows the monitoring
of network traffic information at batch job level. A first analysis using machine learning
algorithms showed the relevance of the measured data, but indicated a possible improvement
by subdividing pilots into separate jobs.
This contribution will present the current monitoring approach and will discuss recent efforts
and importance to identify pilots and their substructures inside the batch system. It will
also show how to determine monitoring data of specific jobs from identified pilots. Finally,
the approach is evaluated and adapted to the former analysis and the results are presented.
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Network technology research on IhepCloud platform

Abstract

Traditionally, physical computer is used to run high-performance computing jobs. There are
many problems such as job interference with each other, operation system crash because
of abnormal operation and low computing resource utilization. IhepCloud expects to
solve the job isolation, operating system fault isolation and to improve resource utilization
by computing resource virtualization. IhepCloud builds virtual infrastructure platform
and provides virtual machine to high-performance computing system. In this report, we
introduce our network architecture of high-performance computing system which contained
virtual computing resource. We discuss dynamic synchronization between Openstack virtual
environment and physic environment such as virtual machine DNS register, virtual machine
network monitor, synchronization between virtual machine and some application systems.
A service is deployed to collect virtual machine’s information such as virtual machine
name, IP, MAC and so on. The information will be stored to a network database and be
synchronized to each service. These help to transparently integrate virtual system into
physical computing environment. We describe a virtual network topology based on Openstack
neutron component in IhepCloud. In this topology, OVS plugin and vlan mode is deployed to
achieve L2 interconnection between virtual network and physical network. Each computing
node connects to physical switch through trunk links and virtual machine directly access
physic network through 802.1Q supported by OVS plugin. Openstack neutron component
is only responsible for distributing addresses and supporting 802.1Q. L3 is configured in
physical switch. This topology avoids the performance insufficient of pure virtual network
and achieves an easy interconnection with physical network. Thus, virtual system integration
will not result in large changes in computing environment. Finally we report operation and
maintenance experience in our test-bed. Performance testing about glance and ceph will be
given. Testing report shows image copy to each computing node is inefficient and nova with
ceph is not ready. We also introduce and analyze vxlan performance testing with physical
switch.
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Designing Computing System Architecture and
Models for the HL-LHC era

Abstract
The global distributed computing system (WLCG) used by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
is evolving. The treatment of wide-area-networking (WAN) as a scarce resource that needs
to be strictly managed is far less necessary that originally foreseen. Static data placement
and replication, intended to limit interdependencies among computing centers, is giving
way to global data federations building on computing centers whose maturity has increased
significantly over the past decade. Different modalities for provisioning resources, including
commercial clouds, will coexist with computing centers in our labs and universities. Compute
resources may increasingly be shared between HEP and other fields.
By necessity today’s computing system is evolving in an adiabatic fashion due to the need to
support the next LHC run. In the medium and long term, however, a number of questions
arise regarding the appropriate system architecture, for example: What ratio of storage to
compute capabilities will be needed? How should storage be deployed geographically to
maximally exploit owned, opportunistic and cloud distributed compute capabilities? What
is the right mix of placement, WAN reads, and automated caching to optimize performance?
How will the reliability and scalability of the system be impacted by these choices? Can
different computing models or computation techniques (map reduce, etc.) be deployed more
easily with different system architectures?
In this presentation we report results from our work to simulate future distributed computing
system architectures and computing models to answer these questions. When possible we
also report our efforts to validate this simulation using today’s computing system.
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The ALICE High Level Trigger, status and plans

Abstract

The ALICE High Level Trigger (HLT) is an online reconstruction, triggering and data
compression system used in the ALICE experiment at CERN. Unique among the LHC
experiments, it extensively uses modern coprocessor technologies like general purpose graphic
processing units (GPGPU) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) in the data flow.
Real-time data compression is performed using a cluster finder algorithm implemented on
FPGA boards. These data, instead of raw clusters, are used in the subsequent processing
and storage, resulting in a compression factor of around 4. Track finding is performed
using a cellular automaton and a Kalman filter algorithm on GPGPU hardware, where
both CUDA and OpenCL technologies can be used interchangeably. The ALICE upgrade
requires further development of online concepts to include detector calibration and stronger
data compression. The current HLT farm will be used as a test bed for online calibration
and both synchronous and asynchronous processing frameworks already before the upgrade,
during Run 2.
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Use of jumbo frames for data transfer over the WAN

Abstract
Jumbo frames (with an MTU of 9000 bytes rather than the ethernet standard of 1500) have
potential performance advantages for WAN transfers. Whilst many national and international
research and education networks support their use, they are not widely supported at end
sites. Furthermore, firewalls at some end sites block path MTU discovery leading to potential
performance bottlenecks.
QMUL has two data transfer servers, one configured to use jumbo frames, and one one. In
this paper, we compare data transfer speeds to a range of sites and assess the impact of
jumbo frames, and path MTU blocking on data transfer rates.
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40-Gbps Data-Acquisition System for NectarCAM

Abstract
The CTA experiment will be the next generation ground-based gamma-ray instrument. It
will be made up of approximately 100 telescopes of at least three different sizes, from 6 to
24 meters in diameter.
The previously presented prototype of a high speed data acquisition (DAQ) system for
the Cherenkov Telescope Array has become concrete within the NectarCAM project, one
of the most challenging camera projects due to his 40-Gbps average output rate on 265
Ethernet 1000baseT links, bundled to 40Gbps on SFP+ links and reduced to 10Gbps after
event-building. Design constraints included procurement of a maximum of components as
COTS products for an operation period of at least 30 years. Hence the results of the generic
hardware characterisation are supposed to serve as a reference for similar setups.
Tests of single components and the whole data acquisition chain have been carried out
with standard network analysing tools as well as a purpose-built SBC cluster providing 320
physical gigabit Ethernet ports. In order to mimic the total synchronicity (some nanoseconds)
of the 265 camera front-end modules, we implemented a light-weight PTP synchronisation
that can synchronise the outputs of all boards to an average of approximately 100ns. A
multi-purpose system with FPGA boards delivering Ethernet packets on 48 ports with the
same characteristics as the real front-end has completed specific aspects of our test. We
will present the results of all tests that could be performed ahead of the delivery of the first
complete real camera hardware foreseen for 2015.
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